
 
 
This week's updates: 

 New report from CCLP on health care costs   
 Affordable Care Act at 3: major insurance market reforms coming in 2014    
 Exchange board vote sidesteps consumer benefits, protections   
 $54 million to be awarded for state navigator programs  
 Obama's Budget a Mixed Bag for Low income Coloradans   

  

What's New 
New report from CCLP on health care costs  

A new report from the Colorado Center on Law and Policy examines potential 

policies for containing health care costs in Colorado.Rising health care costs are 

presenting serious challenges for Coloradans. Between 2000 and 2010 the average 

yearly premium for a family with private insurance skyrocketed from $6,797 to 

$13,393 -- a 97 percent increase. In order for policymakers to make effective 

decisions about containing costs, more needs to be known about the drivers of rising 

health care costs. 

  

This report, Identifying the causes of rising health care costs: Lessons from other 

states, explores cost containment policy examples from Massachusetts, Alaska, 

Vermont, and Maryland. Some key highlights include: 

 Many frequently cited explanations for high costs -- such as cost shifting due to 

Medicaid and Medicare rate and utilization levels -- may not account for the 

majority of health care cost increases. 

 Contract negotiations between insurers and providers may attribute to high 

cost. 

 Other states regulate the health care market to curb costs. 

Please contact Emily Wattman-Turner at ewattman-turner@cclponline.org if you are 

interested in scheduling a group presentation on the report. 

  

Affordable Care Act at 3: major insurance market reforms coming in 2014 
CCLP releases its third in a series regarding the Affordable Care Act (ACA) upon its 

third anniversary.  This issue brief examines the major ACA insurance market 

reforms, which will become effective in January 2014.  As our readers know, March 

23 marked the third anniversary of President Barack Obama signing the ACA into 

law. Among the ACA's sweeping reforms are a number of requirements that will 

dramatically affect the commercial insurance market beginning in 2014. Several of 

these changes- such as requiring insurance companies to cover children with pre-
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existing conditions - have already become effective. However, many of the more 

major reform provisions become effective January 1, 2014. The intent behind many of 

the major insurance market reforms is to make access to insurance fair, particularly 

for people who have historically faced barriers accessing insurance because of pre-

existing conditions. The reforms also ensure that insurance plans provide meaningful 

coverage by requiring a minimum floor of benefits. 

  

Exchange board vote sidesteps consumer benefits, protections 
On Monday, the Board of Directors of the Colorado Health Benefit Exchange 

(COHBE) approved two staff recommendations that could undermine many of the 

consumer benefits and protections of the exchange.  CCLP sent a letter to the board 

asking them to reconsider these proposals and testified against both recommendations. 

  

The federal health reform law requires each state to have a health insurance exchange, 

a competitive marketplace that allows consumers to easily shop for and compare 

insurance plans from different companies.  Low and middle-income consumers who 

purchase insurance through the exchange will also be eligible for tax credits to help 

them pay their premiums and co-payments. 

The exchange offers a variety of consumer benefits and protections.  CCLP recently 

published an issue brief highlighting the many consumer benefits of the 

exchange.  Consumers and small businesses will be able to dynamically shop for the 

best plan for their needs and budget and make sure their doctors are covered by the 

plan.  The exchange also offers unbiased consumer assistance that can help consumers 

navigate the complicated enrollment process. 

  

But the board's vote on Monday will allow insurance companies to circumvent the 

exchange, selling plans offered through the exchange directly to consumers. Insurance 

companies will be able to direct customers to bypass the exchange, forgoing its 

benefits.  This means that many consumers may not be able to make the kind of 

informed decisions the exchange was designed to ensure.  This policy seems contrary 

to SB11-200, which established COHBE and its core mission of increasing health 

insurance "access, affordability, and choice."    

   

More information about Monday's board meeting is available on the 

exchange website.  

  

$54 million to be awarded for state navigator programs 
The Federal Government recently announced a navigator funding opportunity for the 

33 states with a Federally-facilitated Exchange (FFE) or State Partnership Exchange. 

Since Colorado has implemented a state-based exchange, it will not qualify. The $54 

million is intended to help states enroll currently uninsured individuals into 
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exchanges. Reactions to the funding were mixed, according to areport from Kaiser 

Health News, with some experts noting "There's no way that's enough money to make 

a difference" and others explaining "Any money that they're putting forward is more 

than there is right now, which is zero." With Florida and Texas taking a combined $14 

million, there will only be $40 million available to 31 states. 

   

For more on this story click here. 

  

Advancing the Debate 

Obama's Budget a Mixed Bag for Low income Coloradans 
President Obama's annual budget proposal to Congress, released Wednesday, includes 

a variety of proposals that would affect low income Coloradans and their health.  The 

president's budget cuts benefits important for many low income Coloradans, changes 

cost sharing for Medicare recipients, and maintains funding for safety net health 

providers. 

  

The president's proposed changes to Social Security may seriously affect the health 

and financial security of many low income seniors.  For many seniors, Social Security 

is their primary source of income and allows them to buy food, pay rent, and pay for 

health care.  The budget would change the way that Social Security benefits are 

adjusted for inflation, substituting the current inflation measure (CPI-U) for a more 

conservative estimate (the "chained" CPI).  Under this plan, a person who retired more 

than a decade ago who receives the maximum benefit (around $24,000 annually) 

would see their benefits reduced by nearly $870, a 3.5 percent cut. 

  

In contrast to his Social Security proposal, the president would protect other programs 

for low income individuals from this same measure of inflation.  The president would 

continue to adjust federal poverty guidelines, which determine eligibility for Medicaid 

and other federal benefits, based on the traditional measure of inflation.  In an 

additional effort to protect the lowest income Americans, the president proposes that 

poverty guidelines should only be updated when inflation is positive, ensuring that 

low income Americans should never lose their benefits because of negative inflation. 

  

The president proposes to change what seniors would pay for out of pocket under 

Medicare.  For example, the president proposes to effectively close the Medicare 

prescription drug coverage gap, or "donut hole," for brand name drugs.  In 2013, the 

health reform law requires pharmaceutical companies to provide a 52.5 percent 

discount for brand name prescription drugs that seniors purchase after their drug costs 

exceed $2,970 for that year.  The president proposes to require manufacturers to 

provide a 75 percent discount for brand name drugs starting in 2015.  This proposal 

would lower drugs costs for tens of thousands of Colorado seniors each year. 
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In contrast, the president's budget would increase the deductible for Medicare Part B, 

which helps cover doctor's visits and other outpatient care, by $25 dollars for new 

beneficiaries in 2017, 2019, and 2021.  The current Medicare Part B deductible is 

$147 and, starting in 2021, new Medicare enrollees, including many lower income 

seniors, would pay $75 dollars more than under current law. 

  

The president's budget protects and expands access to safety net health care providers 

by increasing funding for Community Health Centers.  The budget would provide 

$3.8 billion for these critical facilities in 2014, an increase of $680 million.  These 

centers provide critical preventive and primary health care to all Americans, 

regardless of their ability to pay.   Seventy-five percent of community health center 

patients in Colorado live at or below the federal poverty level.  Last year, Community 

Health Centers served over 21 million people at over 8,800 sites.  If enacted, the 

President's budget would allow health centers to serve an additional 1.5 million 

patients at 40 new sites nationwide. 

   

For more information, you can read the President's 2014 budgethere.   
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